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Two of the lon& *8 oals of art education are to
develop in the students a greater awareness of themselves
and their environment and a ore-..Give outlook or- way of
livin;:. _>ach has been written on this subject already, but
I want to U3e this paper to further develop my own thinking
and ii]y own pro/.;rom with these goals lu «lad« In writing
tiie paper, I will brinr; to my own mind what experiments
in art education work in my situation and what doesn't work
or is not adaptable to my situation.
I became interested in writing on this topic while
taking graduate level educational psychology courses.
One instructor, E. Paul Torrance stressed both creativity
and awareness in education. 1 realized at that time there
was more to these are '-'an I had previously explored.
In the paper, I will lay out some of typical art
activities with emphasis on creativity and awareness.
Throughout the paper integration of creativity and
awareness will be stressed,,
Tais paper is not meant to be a curriculum for any
art classes, but a culmination of ideas on art education
with creativity and awareness emph d.
•:
IMPORTANCE OF 3 AND CREATIVITY
is it so important to dovolop awareness and
creativity in our students? This question can be an
swered only after you have an understanding of what
awareness and creativity are. I will begin by describ
ing awareness and then creativity. After both have been
described I will shov/ how they relate to each other and
how they are a vital part of our lives. Their impor
tance will then become obvious.
Awareness can be broken down into two typos, visual
awareness and aesthetic awareness. Visual awareness is
the ability to see. That is, not just to see tilings
for protection or for recognition, but to be able to
look critically at our environment and become aware of
what is around us. When •.est people look at an object
they can tell what it is, but when asked to describe it
they find that they cannot do so. This i3 because they
have not looked at the object critically. They have not
examined its shape, color, texture and relationship
with the other objects around it. These people 3ee for
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protection* that is, they see objects as obstacles to
avoid. They also see for recognition. When looking at
a troo they will record the fact that it is a tree and
that might be all. Questions such as, what kind of tree
is it, what colors do I see in the tree, how thick is
the trunk, is it an old tree or a , tree, is it
iter or darker in value than its surroundings, what
.'ferent textures do I see in it and many more are never
conscientiously or 3ubconscientiously asked or answered.
Those are ouestions that could be considered about ev
object in one's surroundings. At this point I should
make clear that I don't believe that all people should
a3k all possible questions about every object, because
this is obviously impossible. Also, I do not mean that
.'./thing people See is only for recognition or protec
tion. Everyone sees some things that are enjoyable to
hint* i'he point I wish to make is that most people do not
use this sense of a ; to their fullest. As children
we examine everything with all our senses because every
thing is new to U3 then, but as we ave seen objects
e and again we no longer examine them but only see
and record what they are. There are many things in our
environment that can be appreciated and enjoyed
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fully if one can renew this childlike curiousity. The
old saying "curiousity killed the cat'-' is not a good
rule to live by because nothin/; would be discovered.
if people didn't explore what is not known to them.
Visual ax^areness also takes in the senses of touch,
s.iell, and taste, dor if xtfhen vie see certain objects
x-re can very quickly recall its physical makeup* An
example is, after having run your finger over a rough
textured object such as sandpaper one can immediately
create this feeling when looking at this rough texture.
The same holds true if one has tasted a lemon. The color
yellox-j may even stimulate a sour taste in the mouth.
The smoothness of silk can be felt when seen. All these
s can be classified as being part of visual aware*
ness.
Aesthetic awareness is more difficult to define.
It is a feeling one has about the relationships of tastes,
smells and a feeling of fine order. These are only some
qualities of the term aesthetic. I will not try to further
'ino the word because its meaning cannot be fully described
with words. What then is aesthetic awareness? It is an
ss of the order of things in our environment and a
sense of their being "right and valid" in terms of their
organisation, material makeup, and so. Bow can some
thing such .... is be dove dirst a sense of organization
St bo dev 3 d, Tliis can be done through teaching organ-
iftafci&a I . , the use of .••.-.•. tat
emphasise valid 'clzg e osign with
consideration of purpose#
Why is it important to be aware of one's own envi
ronment? Is age of jet airpl••... ••:•• space travel, tele
vision, /thor conveniences, . ie are beeond
less and loss am .smselv .. b ieir surroundings
then any time in the past. They need to get back to earth
and become aware of themselves and their environ:.cut. But
there is a re asen other fchaa knowing ones self for teaching
roness. . , so many decisions to make in choosing
home as, furniture s, and other personal t:.
that it helps if ou. mt applied design.
Doing aesthetically aware helps us sift through the
magnitude of advertising and salesmunshi. rust upon us
in these areas. It m us enjoy life in a fuller and
richer way. ....ere is even more to m 'aware" person
than for just personal satisfactiun. Visual awareness is
necessary In order to . i...i. oy that is aware of
co;;i-.ninity problems, decisions have to be made about new
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bull ;s for the community, statues for parks, planning
of streets, apartments, soiling, and other community projects.
An aesthetically aware person again can make the best
choices,
a the reasons wh; reness must be de
veloped in our public schools. After all the goal of
rican education is to produce good citizens.
Creativity is also very important to being a
citizen. It i3 a fact that every advancement made was
the product of a creative Idea. Let's look at what
creativity is. In the book Creative and dental Growth by
Viktor Lowenfeld and d, Lambert hrittain, creativity is
broken into the follow' ?tsi
(1) Sensitivity isitivity to problems, to
attitudes and feelings of other people, and to
the experiences of living. This is the ability
to use eyes not only for seeing but for observ
ing, ears not only for hearing but for listen-
,, and hands not only for touching but for
•ling, This high degree of aw .' a
aterialj a situation, or anything unusual or
promising* Certainly this is a central exocri
ne in working with art materials, where being
sensitive to a line or form can be encouraged
and developed at all levels.
(2) Fluency This is the ability to produce a
largo number of .; in a short period of ti
to be able to think rapidly and freely.
(3) Flexibility ::no ability to adjust quickly
to new situations or to change rapidly In one's
thinking•
(If.) Originality This is the ability to think
lew or novel responses and is the opposite
of the usual or accepted.
(5) Redefine or reorganize To be able to rearrange
ideas and shift the uses and functions of objects,
or to se tn a new light, is apparently a
quality that utilizes what is known, but for new
or different purposes.
(6) Ability to abstract The skill of analyzing
the Lous parts of a problem or 3oe. specific
relationships.
(7) Ability to eynt . 8 TIig ability to combine
several elements into a new form or wholo.
(8) Ability to organize That is, the ability
to put parts together in a meaningful way*3-
Creativity and awareness relate to each other in
that a creative person is an aware person. Without an
awareness to your surroundings and a feeling for one's
environment, it will be impossible to be truly creative.
The person with a low sense of awareness is not going to
:..'•.; concerned with the idea of changing things, he is
content with things as they are. Therefore he will not
produce the creative ideas necessary for i;ress and
/rovement.
Creative ii ination is one of the most valuable
possession,. has* Shis holds true regardless of his
prodeesion. Cnanges and new ideas are an Important part
of every profession, only the creative individual is
capable of producing these changes. Obviously, this
Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and dental Growth (third
edition; Hew York; The Hacmillan Company, 1957), pp. 7-9.
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individual progresses to the top of his field faster than
one who never had ideas to bettor the product, working
conditions, efficiency,or make other benefical changes*
is creative person is also a person trying to better his
community which is beneficial to us all* dhomas Edison,
Denjamin Franklin, and Alexander Graham Bell were all creative
men. They would not have made their discoveries if it were
not for their creativity. So creativity Is not something
that Is only for people in the arts. However, art is the
natural subject for the development of creativity. Art
must be creative. Students trying to paint, sculpt, or
work on any art project should be trying to be as original
in their ideas as possible, 'This has not always been the
way art has been taught though. Some teachers are not even
teaching art with these goals in mind today, when creativity
is being recognized as an important part of education. In
discussions with art teachers of various backgrounds, I
have found that some teach art for appreciation; that is,
they have a course which is emphasising art history, others
have a course which seems to bo set up for the training of
young artists. In my art education courses and many
articles I have read on art education, it has been stressed
that we are not training the students to be artists. For
very few of our students will ever become professional
artists, but we must develop a more creative and aware
individual. This is something that art education is in
the best position to do. Why is art the area that can best
handle this role? Because of the very things that dis-
tinguish an artist from people in other professions. Artists
must be creative people. Creativity is something that is
essential to art. dhat about awareness? How is that connected
with art? An artist is alx/ays an "aware" person. Be is
sensitive to his environment and is aware of the details
within it. This is Why ho can "draw" better than others.
He can draw well because he looks critically at everything
while those that cannot dree;, only see in generalizations.
An artist is a person who Has a sensitivity to design.
This also helps him look at his own environment with more
enjoyment than do people Who are not sensitive to design*
These are the reasons why art Is able to develop awareness
and creativity. While teaching the children to do art work
the students will find a new way of looking at the isolves
and a new way of thinking. Some students will sometimes
spend more ti :o thinking about and planning their art
projects than they will on many, if any, of their other
classes. I believe this is because in art their own
9
ideas are accepted and rewarded. This creates a self




Drawing is one of the basic activities in any art
program. I personally fool fehat, x*ith more money avail
able for art materials in our schools, drawing is being
neglected for moro glamorous and expensive activities.
This is not good because drawing is one of the best
activities for developing awareness in the students and
is a necessary skill for many other art activities, I
have found that students enjoy art work more and put
more effort into their work when they develop more
craftsmanship in their work and understand techniques
involved in the activities. This being true, they are
going to be better equipped to use creative thinking when
they are not worried about processes and know of more
possible ways to use materials* However, I am not for
teaching drawing with skill and ability to draw real
istically as the major goals. The drawing unit must
emphasise looking critically. Then visual awareness will
become important to the student.
Along with drax-;ing, design should bo taught. Design
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i3 also one of she most Importi parts of any art
program. Design is the structure of art. It Is tho
organization of creative ideas and 3elf expression.
Through design both aesthetic awareness and creativity can
be developed. Decauso of the importance of design and the
fact that creativity and aesthetic *nes I can be developed
through tliis unit, it should not be covered and dropped in
a short period of time. Design should be stressed through
out the entire art program. There are many good books out
on a ila subject. I use material from several of these
books, bub I don't follow one book exclusively. There is
not jast one set of problems or projects to use to teach
I so the teacher should vary the activities according
to tho needs of his class, I may give different problems
to two different art classes depending on the needs of the
students in the classes, I even give different problems to
two Students in the same class. One thing that is important
in teaching design is to let the 3tudont3 explore tho ele
ments of design and be creative* Every project, should be
a creative project, do should teach creative de-ign and
this will develop creativity in the student and exploration
of design will help develop aesthetic awareness. The follow
ing outline will describe hex/ I break up the elements of
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design and present them. These elements should be presented
a3 guides to increase aesthetic awareness and not as rules
be followed rigidly.
Visual Aware . - Looking Critically
At the beginning of this unit I emphasize looking
critically. One of my first activities will be a exercise
that requires no drawing at all, but examining an object
and making a list of the observations made. Each student
should be given a small object of varied color and texture.
This could bo a small stone, a piece of wood, a small
sponge or any other object. Tell the students to examine
carefully and make a list of their observations of the
object. A tine limit should be set for this activity.
I find that at least la minutes is necessary to get tho
students past the very obvious obs. ions and made
them find new things about tho object. The studerd
usually enjoy this activity, but find they mu3t work
extremely hard. After the first obvious observations
9 been made, it takes effort to make further obser
vations. This helps tho student to realize what looking
critically means. Introducing a different activity such
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as this also sets Up lore creative atmosphere in the
class wdied in turn will bo beneficial to bringing out
their creative ideas. The students should find the art
class a nei; and exciting experience if it is to be of
value.
Form in Nature
I begin this unit by showing slides of objects in
their natural environment emphasizing how they create
d;erns and interesting designs. I also have them ex-
.>re the 8 sal structure of objects in nature and see
how they have been used to stimulate creative ideas for
many artists. I usually try to take tho students on a
field trip to find objects in nature to draw, Fortunately,
I teach in a rural school arid we have large fields ad
jacent to tho school. This prosents a unique opportunity
for mo to take the students outdoors to draw and collect
different erials. They bring in everything from twigs,
grain, weeds of various kinds, butterflys, thistles, to
do objects such as; parts of tatal objects that
rusted, etc. These objects can be drawn in . •
Afferent ways. -They are drawn In contour, imaginary
Ik
x-rays views and are dis' . helps give the
dent an awareness of his environment. If they camt
get out, I have them bring objects from home, d
bring in fruit and vegetables, such a3; apples, oranges,
gourds, pepper, etc. I let the • a contour drawing of
tho outside a aance of these objects. After they have
completed this, they can do an imaginary drawing of the
object cut in half. Then using a laiifo, they cut the object
In half and draw it in noticing any si i differences
in the two drawings* dis helps develc ual awareness
in the students. In ordor to develop creativity the
students can create abstract designs from the original
drawings. I have them do more than one in order to get as
many 1 out of the students as possible. They do not
become bored if they are using their own ideas and are
encouraged to do so.
Form In Art - Harmony, Variety, and Balance
These b rmsnts are the organization of a work
of art and the students should have an understanding of
2, Collier, 1, Form. Space, and Vision (Hnglewood
Cliffs, Hew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, li .
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how they work together in a work o:' d. The use of
slides of reproductions to demonstrate these elements
olds the students understand!. them* I try to
simplify the unit on organisation so that beginning
air: ants villi understand it without becoming confused
in terns. For that reason, 1 stress these three elements
d do not have them memorise terms such as; movement,
rhythm, repetition, and dominance. The students tdat
have a good understanding of harmony, variety, and balance
are usually able to organise their s very veil and
tho other elements will usually folio •:,
.:. .;•• rents of .:'.•'; da/aod- a .
die elements of art structure; line, shape, value,
texture, and color I. .d bo explored, but I try not
to isolate one from the other oocs.nsc they all work
nor in art. The following page3 explain how I
try to teach awareness of these elements along with the
unit.
Students should explore the nature of lino with
different media, d '. ives them an ax/arencss of different
Wing tool3. After the students have explored different
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types of lines using different typos of pens and drawing
tools (sticks, soda straws, felt marking pens, etc.),
a ley .otter equipped to express themselves in a
creative manner.
Pen and ink drawing is one excellent medium for the
SSpioi - a of design wi phasls on line. When I
be . ay unit on pen and ink drawing I let the students
explore the medium for several days. I set up exercises
that alio;.' fcheffi to bo creative In their work. One
thing to watch for is that the results of the problems
differ the students or the problem is not developing
s.^. eivc thinking. If the results become stereotyped I
Change the problem so I villi begin to see now solutions.
I begin with a few exercises that I found in Creative
.Drawing by rust dattger and Dieter Klante. Those are
controlled exercises enabling the students to discover
some of tdio qualities line can possess. Tho book has many
exercises and many of them are applicable to secondary art.
The foil.. on.:./d.os arc od the exercises ay students
y« •• I may ch -r vary which exercises I use
from year to year depending on my evaluation of the students
Time prevents me from using everyone.
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1, Using a felt marking pen with a fine tip the
student drew a straigiit line down the center of
the paper and added a line on e ide that
was made to bulge in several places, dore lines
were added on either 3ide with the bulges in
the same .maces, but each time Increasing.
is can be also bo done with pen and ink,
a
brush, or pencil.
... Rottger, Ernst and IClante, dieter, Oreative dreasingf
Point and Line, (Hew York: deinliold Publishing CorporatIon,
3a96Ij.) p. 3U
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2, Line3, circles, squares, dots, or other simple
shapes xjere placed on the paper in balance with
each other. Parallel lines running from left to
ait are then made to fold nitiy around these
ints without touching thorn. Students will become
aware of tensions created by d .^"
k* R»1 .•, o^. cit,, pp« 39-lj.l
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3. Using felt marking pen with a fine tip one line
is drawn on the paper tv ; at right angles and
ero: itself many tim . This exercise also




5>i Rottger, op. cit., pp. 63-65
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I also hav. d students do some contour drawing.
.ivity is excellent in d ig visual awareness
because it reaui: -aa i tat a ie student . .ne very closely
every onsour of tiie object drawn* Later I add color
to this activity with almost any medium. In fact, this
type of drawing can be i.ane with almost any type of drawing
tool, adds ia an ..lent way to a visual a I ease;
it is not int d to bo a drill for teaching them to be
artists,
.•• . . e ercisc. ...',. e...n be used
--• I se exercises. I don't a:.. •• .:, use a. i
lo exercises. ..II ex^rciaea used Should alien fehe
student to doveIo_, waroiio. . .' line quality by his
own creative atse of this element of art structure,
te next three ... • &nta el art structure, shape,
value and tend .-., E be&eh together* Same books bake
eac . sheso elements Separately* but I feel that they
can best be taught In relation to each other. Again,
it is important to let the studonts oxnlar- ae elements
with .•:..•.. a.i -... ;md beoon aware of the pos
sibilities of their use. ••• /eriments are com
pleted, it is good to let the student i g e each otiiers
•k because a..en they will become aware of possibilities
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they did not think of themselves,
I use exercises found in books on design such
as: For., .-pace, and Vision by am Collier and Art
Fundamentals b'j Ocvirk, Bone, Stinson, and digg. I spend
as much ti & as is needed by a particular class to develop
awareness to those three elements.
An interesting way to help students get away from
trying to draw realism and details and explore shape
and value is wash-off dr is is a type of drawing
I became acquainted with in ceauiorcial art. I found that
it had excellent qualities for helping the students loosen
up and, in turn, see t digs from a more creative viovipoint.
The materials needed aito tompera paint, watercolor
paper and waterproof drawing ink. I have tho students paint
all the white areas in their drawings with white tempera on
the white p. .a. It is impossible for them to be concerned
with lis when paia white on white. I don't let
them sketch on the x^atercolor paper before drawing. After
the xvhite tempera is dry, the drawing ink is brushed over
the entire paper* When tne ink dries, the paper is sprayed
with wator, the tempera dissolves and takes away tho ink on
top of it, but tho ink, being waterproof, does not x/ash off
the paper. I have included an example of a student washoff
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drawing* Note the lack of fine detail, but the interesting
use of light and dark shapes. This type drawing makes





deration with solar is i' ••• - nana, the
students Should ••:. the aolar wheel. I also have one
. chart on color t I X have the Students complete.
This last exercise is not creative but it develop
of color. solera is n I /ortant
in art. indents c :en
bhe expressive quality of
color in o:.••'"-..:r to Ins - • r. The
col a d caaa . arr Qg©d in i I a'.v: desl 53 i
In order. I one way o." a lor
wheel project ereativ tudents, a
a the 1 a .•'.. .;, :. --res, '• forms and
non-objo' i* result be vor:j creative.
The color chart I use involves mixing of color complements
and ;. to colors to further er ; >re the mixing














This takes in 3-dimensional aaich is a
essential part of design in doveloplng aesthetic awareness.
iaeparinonts I use include mobiles, stick constructions,
wire sculpture, and clay modeling, dtick construction
and wire sculpture give the students an awareness of the
quality of line in space and qualities of each material,
dlay modeling gives the students an understanding of
sculptural design and tho added problems of 3-dimensional
design as opposed to 2-dimensional . Mobiles
introduce the students to a type of design that is always
changing form, much of these last two exercises also
help give tie students an axiareness of how the materials
can be used to their best advantage. All these projects
arc approached creatively.
Imaginative Design Projects
...' L-er the students have completed their beginning
exercises in ;i the; aid be given the opportunity
to be creative and use the knowledge of design they have
acquired. I lot them do a design project of their own
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choosing using any materials or combination of materials
they can find other then the materials they have already
used, I encourage them to invent new ways to use
materials not ordinarily used for art. This helps
develop both creadxivity and aaarenoss.
Ill
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is unit is important because it is necessary to
develop an aesthetic awareness to ones life and environ-
t. Janes A. Schinneller stated In art-doarch and
Self-Discovery that: ?,dhowlodge of art should develop
an aw. . -as and appreciation of beta nature and well-
designed man-made objects that range from paintings and
houses, to kitchen utensils. Art should id in developing
a belief in oneself and a desire for creating a more
beautiful and meaningful world in xihieh to liva.?,6
Aesthetic awareness to our environment can bo taught
by Shewing films, fiimstrips, or slides to the students;
emphasizing how deei ;n is present in our homes, cars,
magazines, churches, schools aaid other common things we
see and use every day. It should be pointed out that
there are purposes for the bettor designs in our lives
vdchinneller, James A., Artr_Search and Self-Piscov
(fourth edition; Scranton, Pennsylvania: Intornatiorx
Textbook Co a:.'a/, 1%\m >#3.
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and that there are many inferior designs present. It is
not enough just to tell them that certain Ideas are good
or were good and others are not, A good explanation
of why something i3 good and why a certain idea
used, helps make tho students aware of good design
in our environment. If good explanations ore not given
and examples are not 3hown, the students ..ill not accept
my statements on d l* In both my graduate and under
graduate work I broke those unit3 doxm as follows:
IK THE HOME, ART IB THE COILiUUITa, ART IH RELIGION, ART
IN INDu ad ART IN COMMEBOB. In research on these
toplsa I have found that other individuals have combined
some of these topics, given them different titles, and
broken them doxm further. In fact, I feel that
teacher should cover this material in a manner which best
utilizes his iaaoal of the subject and materials
he has available. I will oxplain only what I emphasize
and some of the resources I use to present the units.
As I have said my units are titled the same a3 the
ones I sot up in my teacher training program, I have
made changes in the content every year in an attempt
to present the material in the most beneficial way to
my students.
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Art In The Home
.is unit should t .ise uae following points.
Good architectural • a.
A. Shis does not mean that a home should be
expensive, but the most efficient use of
materials should be utilised. An inex
pensive home can be designed within a
determined budget and be very attractive
an. ctional.
S* A home should expre:. a time and place
in which it is built, dor example, an
t>h century southern home should be dif
ferent than a 20th century home built in
the north because of climate and now de
velopments in buildin tals aim ads
of construction,
C, The needs of the fa a.iy should bo considered
in home design. Homes built for middle
class families of today should be different
than the homes built for the .duropean
aristocrats of the past because each family
plctely different needs and financial
resources*
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II, The tastes of the owners should bo reflected
in the furnishings and landscaping,
I present this unit with the use of slides or some
M? visual aids. I have several copies of a ;ood
red ae books da a a ciassroom. Twa books I have in my
classroom are: Art-Search and Self-Discovery b; e inneller
and Art Tvte'-y by Faulkner, Ziegfeld, and Hill, Any reference
book should be used to emphasize good aesthetic dosign or
they will not hea vclop otic a:rareness in the
students.
Art i unity
a in the community is an important unit because
more people are living in urban areas today than ever
'ore. In my school about $0$ of the students come
from farms, but a largo number ., . . . students leave
the farms and move to urban aroas when they finish school.
These students will then be called upon to vote on issues
involving street planning, planning of p and rec
reational aroas, public transportation and many other
civic iaiprovements. I:i order to make the best decisions
3e students must be aware of the needs of a community.
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The following points should help develop this awareness.
I. Cities should be both functional and attrac
tive.
• ami a of streets, parks, and com
mercial aroas is iaiportant.
B. Use of water resources 3hould be controlled.
C. Citizens should keep their names neat
and take ./ride in munity
looking neat. (This is something an
aesthetically aware person will naturally
do).
II. Community art should be chosen for its aesthetic
qualities,
I use visual aids that contrast thoughtless community
aiming with good piaiming. 1 always explain why something
is aesthetically good, for the students should not be asked
to accept a flat statement that something Is good without
explanation.
Art In Religion
Modern art and architecture are very common in
today's chuimm.r;. Part of doing a member of a church
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am. .as voting on o? decisions as you
vote on 5m community pis in a smaller scale. The
students must understand why n churches look as they
&> s look as v .... io. The
emphasis in this unit following points.
I, Chare a mould be an em . mion of d . »eriod
in ' a are built, (This Is t. d all
arch.-' 'are). .,....• mrcli
should be of ieslgn t .• fifth*
8 rath century ehvmd.-. .ad a ef why
fc&9 disy
were Is .dad.
II. Ohurchoa should express the needs of air
ms. Si. portent*
/Terences in religion will be reflected in
igam ..m church design
Should exp. of being a church,
m are not good simply because they
are modern or nea.
***» I be ("'. the needs
their geographical areas* aerials will
&S m ;g because of climate,
IV, All art a a: should
religion and be contemporary with the age in
which they were created.
3k
I do not try to give the students the Idea that any
one style or typo of material is best in all churches.
I try to have examples showing a variety of styles using
many different materials and from m different periods.
Art In Industrv
I, I discuss design In relation to advances in
technology and improved and new materials,
A good designer must be aware of technological
advancement, public needs, and tho materials he has to work
with* These are the points I emphasise.
II. I show tho relationship between twentieth century
productions methods and simplicity of design,
A, Liass produced products should be of different
design than handmade products, Eash should
take advantage of the method of production
and materials used,
.. Discovery of the natural beauty of the material
and how to retain that beauty is important.
A good designer never destroys the natural
beauty of the materials he works with.
I show examples of both good and poor industrial desigi
aaid point out reasons why one is considered to be good and
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the other not, I also have slides showing a variety of
products to show the wide area of products covered by art
in industry.
Art In Corniereo
Once a product has been manufactured it must be
sold. Advertising is necosaary to t de of a product
and in the ,st co.i lercial nation in history, ad
vertising plays a very important part in our culture.
Commercial art should be I need ; leans of devel
oping awareness of our culture and not to develop com*
mercial artists. Emphasis should bo placed on -
I. The difference in commercial art and fine art.
The purpose of commercial art is to sell a pro
duct while the purpose of fine art is self
expression,
II. The colors and design should direct the eye to the
product for which the advertisement was created.
Ill, Type of customer the advortisomont is directed ^^
is important*
IV, Design and colors 3hould be in contrast with
other products in the same area to catch the
consumer*s eye In point of sales . n«
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V. Packages should express their contents,
VI. Commercial architecture must be designed to
onhance the products 3old and to attract
customers into the store,
VII, Time and place play an important role In the
design of commercial architecture, l-'or example,
an eighteenth century store in a small town
should be of different design than a large
department store in a large city because of
tho needs of each were different.
VIII. Availability for parking and easy access to the
store are essential to Commercial architecture.
IX. Shopping areas should create pleasant surroundings
for tho customer.
These points will help the student become aware of
good commercial art and architecture and some of the factors
which determine its appearance. My visual materials include
both old and new commercial art and architecture.
OIL: ' IV
is is coelle b dium for developing visual
renoss of ones own environment* I disc value
of photography in relation to this area, when I was taking
pictures for By 01 tt?t in lit* -oh-
Ing for suitable photo ...-• m to take, I realised th
I was d'.. aco'.- g new ai&d a: ngs within
my own environment* I thought that .y training
and experience in the field of art I had become ....
re of envir .. mt, but when photographing nature I
an to see tS .sod. I bed -*-ug,
slides, and photog. each cent:-. award awareness
of one*a envir .it. Each ef these areas :es one
look at his environment in a uniquely . dement ray*
For tills reason, photography is a completely different
approach to aware a ,-. e others and each is a
valuable part of the total art program*
I am not going to describe the technique of process
ing film or operating the cm in this paper. All
this information can be found in books on photo aasphy.
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I will try photc ./ to develop
areness and creativity.
Creativity Is nee ,7 to good photo.; - . Although
it is - r for most students to think creatively through
.dium of photography. This use almost
everyone o ape of caa.ua :. "snaps' mm.
Tills term has become synomoua It photography,
How can a student be creative when picture?
Doesn't the camera jv luce a lik of the
1,'jectv These are d/gical questions raised by students
an 1 toll them to bo creative in their roach to
itlvity Is new to photograph the
subj. ca. fferent angles, closeups, change in focus,
and lighting ean produce very different photographs from
tho same subject, ay ean al3o be done in a
non-ob/octr/a • mhich ' das explain later in this
It ean be .<•• Ln 1 school that and no
darkroom if it has a small store room or any room without
-ndews* A sink is not necessary a.; 1 if one
is available r by. The door may need some lining in
order to make it light tight* A a can bo used for a
••.. On this bench can be put an onlargor and
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developing trays* Although photography is a very complex
medium* the average art teacher .n a working know
ledge of it through the many books available on the
jeot* can be done after aher has on under-
ading of the developing and enlarging process for
black and white fil . rea for aoaa© basic
black and white photography work is not oxpor. . Tha
necessary equipment will inclv items as; an
Inexpensive ealarger and contact pa ,. r* three tr 'or
processing prints, a tank for devo a safe
at. n iondable items such as processing chemicals* paper*
and fito are not expensive Items for the average art budget*
anally, a f equipped darkroom is | r the
instructor who wishes to use phote. ay as an ac • g,
but has little or no knowledge of . dp is
usually available from your I autography dealer, :
*mer< *ses offered at some colleges in the
When teaching this unit, technique is very important,
but a only a means to an end and not an ©ad in itself*
ive the students a good demonstration on the technics
of operating the camera and the &m ooess# tfith-
out tills boa they will not bo able to do any
JiO
photography work, whether creative or not. next I show
..m-iplos of creative work in tsogrsphy and discuss the
.Idles of being creative in phot . Above
all, I draw out suggestions from the class on the creative
use of the me m . I stimulate questions on both the
aping and taking of photographs.
Experimental photography can be done using lights
to record a moving on the film. (A sx-r flash light
in a dark room With the shutter of the ca -.era left open
produces many interesting results.) One of mg students
attempted to make a lino drawing on the film by drawing
with the flashlight in front of a camera with its shutter
open. The results were not a work of great art, but more
'..-. sit, the idee s.-iginated a ad he
using creative thd lag. Many .sere as: . ants can
be done s. earners by changing light conditions, shutter
speeds and focus.
Another activity that can be carried out with the
utilisation of the darkroom is the making of phota /-as,
Photograms do not require the use of s -a. or negatives*
Objects placed above the photographic paper while it aa
being exposed to a light source and the developing of
the paper make up the entire photogram process. This
project presents an excellont opportunity for the student
Jxl
to bo creative mi *portunitg to
slop his visual and aest' aess, ..ill
develop hi a a" -g/dl ... oew
OSes and ways to organise c. Objects* .me dive
org : s- tion of 1 develop his afti die
t«e« bSl a Andr< d as t 6 ef
.• in d ' book G native Print dnsdn;-.';*
It consists ad ' < as..- dure as used
;raphy. The i ' ..• ., L . tat
is e. s da: / • •/;..-.
7r
foael P., Creative 'rlntm (sec:. ."tion;
lewood Cliffs, dew Jersey: Prentice Hall, 196Jx)pr>. 31-6'Od
! OF TESTING TO
STINULAd -/IVIOT
In art education we ...n'oleping thinking
la iportant part of our program* dot, when many
to ;a their students, teats requirin .sory,
convergent thinning, evaluation, or ca uitiv .d:ing
are used more than test3 recn Ivergent t ."... (
In a sense this is not following our philosopliy that we
should be developing creative thlriking. nen't
tests using creative think •used more readily? One
reason is bocauso they are difficult if not impossible
to evaluate. But is it Important to grade these
tests and catagoriso the students or give them another
chance to use creative thinking, Hy belief is that the
test can be an excellent opportunity for using divergent
as . doaever, I also use test 9 •dig think!
other than in design and use of tools necessary to ex-
pros,; la- ; oneself through art, I b: a se? the
isibilities of tills during my dducatlon Psychology
159 course under the instruction of E* daul Torrance.
Torrance us. •devices to stake vi^ tndnk croatlvoly.
I realised that some of these tests could be used to
k3
stimulate creative a. ig in ^ art classes. 1 must
state here that I do no' I luate my students ssith tests
on aalty for I am only e this type of test
and do not yet fe - to x-jrite or grade tests
of this nature, dowover, I do use come of the tasbs as
lei situations, some to . ••..:.:.:.me, and
some to stleiule. 8 thinking. It is important
a t everythis, the art . IS be creative and different
than other classes in order to set up a creative atmosphere.
: can be used to stimulate croative this.
prior fc« beginning a new project. Some can be used to
reinforce the ability to think creatively if tho students
are beginning ..• -aatypod 1 ..sir Ideas.
Before I start my dram it 1 like to use a test that
will develop s, l described this teat in
don on i ;.
The follow mat d use to stimulate creativity
and the production of ideas. This type of test works fine
.an introduced before a near project requiring new ideas,
lone ::• >oblem sh Ol . mat da aanfu3ed
•:im; attempts at good art. This is for the production
and stimulation of ideas only.
Ml
:'l'n ten siinutes see how many objects or pictures
you can make from the squares bo ion and on the next
The squares should be the main part of
whatever you sake* With pencil or crayon add lines
to da. pes to co . da.
ess inside the squares, outside the squares,
or both Inside and outs . dae a, I x/here-
ever you want them, in order to sirs re your picture.
ay to think of things that no one else Will td sd
of. sny different pictures as you can.
s ,d_ s.;ll a complete and as interesting a story
•a a .fey tdlng ^.n details. Mo
g
Torrance, E. Paul, Guiding Creative Talej.it (adgglowood
Cliffs, Hew Jersey: Frentice-Hall, 196*2] pp. 219-222

ks
test ? a •.... bhink aa as
ny ideas i a possible In ben .._ utee* ana /., be
loc s are .Ity (n v cf Ideas
dlf: t from the other st \) and production
(total nu of ideas).
Another- desi I use is to have the students BOB**
plete an u , .shed ...r,.min.,. This I chang s ssry time
I , s. : ':,„ .is helps ••••••. s,...m ad
loon far entirely ~.e.-< solutions* I usually have this
problem in a nieh res another type of t
ing other t ivergent thinking. I try to have problems
recall- . thinking in every test and try to
compesed of prol . W&
thinking•
: Ideas on thi! a of teating: can be found in
: • courses i^ Oddnddvn, PR0B&KM
SOIiVE xlucod by The Creative cation Foundation,
CHAPTER VI
?AI a .;, SRAPHI d .
CERAI1IC3, AHD CRAFTS
All or some of these projects are used by almost
all art teachers. These projects are necessary mainly
because they add Interest or variety to tho curriculum.
They help motivate the Students because they are more
"professional projects51, aowevor, a goad art program
may exist without some of these advanced projects, In
my own situation I have not had tho facilities for ceramics
in the past, but will introduce this .-area into the
curriculum this year, I haven ft found myself at a loss
for projects to develop creativity and awareness without
ceramics, but I feel this area mill add to my own
curriculum. This chapter will not go into detail on each
area, but will point out some things that will help develop
awareness and creativity.
PAINTING
This area takes in watercolor, acrylic, oil, casein,
tempera or any other type of painting. It is important
kQ
to help the student understand how to use the tools and
explain tho nature of the type of paint ho is using.
For instance, rcolor i3 transparent and different
than the opaque quality of tempera. Oils can be painted
thick and opaque or thlai and transparent, x«;ith a knife
or brush or any tool they choose to use. This helps
develop an awareness of the medium and is necessary for
tho student to be creative to his fullest. I let them
explore and experiment and find out what they can best
do with the medium. It should be stressed the art
teacher should have no preconceived ideas of what form
the students art should take, I help him search for his
own ideas and reward him for originality and. willingness
to explore on his own and not just for the finished
product. We must reward what we are teaching and that
is creativity and awareness.
•
SCULPTURE
There are so many materials to work with in sculpture
that any art program could include Some typo of sculpture.
The students should be made ax*are of the differences
occurring because they aro now Working x;ith three-dimin-
sionai design. Texture of materials, flexibility and
strength of materials should play important roles in the
design of tho sculpture. Shis will develop an awareness
of design in relation to material. Again, I let the students
explore and create their own designs without teacher
influence.
GRAPHICS
Each type of printmaking involves its own problems.
These problems and toelmiquos should bo thoroughly ox-
plained to tiie students. If not theg will nave so much
trouble Kit ......sum itself they will not have time
to be fully creative, -'/hen teaching techniques, I do not
stress this to bo more Isiportant than the creative part of
printmaking. I stress creativity and exploration of the
process and teach technique to bo a moans to this end.
If the students want to explore beyond the teclinical rules
I have explained, I let them do so. It may be a birth
a nex; way to print if it works and if not the student
will become aware of tho medium and its limitations*
One more thin,, that should be brought out is that
different types of printmaking take on different forms*
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CERAMICS AND CRAFTS
These areas will develop an awareness of applied
a. Stress the valid aaid efficient use of the
materials. That Is to use the material in its most
effective and efficient manner. It is important that
the function of the objects made be considered when
Creating designs for them. Technique i3 important in
;se activities, bud ui only as a means to an end,
sin I st: ss creativity of ideas and exploration of
- ..arial in order to develop both creativity and awareness
di every one of taese units visual aids such as
slides can be used to t . ique or awareness of
the medium, I try to xhq^. . |j a students understand that
I am not mivi: em idoaa to copy, dreativity and
a are foremost in all my students1 art projects
and for this reason these areas receive greatest rox-rard
regardless ad the students final results*
COI-ICLuSI
I havo tried is ansa how a secondary art program
should and can e ,iae the doves d; of creative
thinking and _tdc awareness in this -mar. I make
several changes in my program over;/ year, experimenting
and searching for better ways go roach these goals. My
research has led me to one definite conclusion. -That is,
aesthetic axrareness is best t • in the elesiontary
aols by ... , educators who believe In the value of Idieso
goals. This is not a new discovery on my part, but I never
realised jusb how important it really is to have qualified
feea&hsrS la elementary art. If encouraged in an early age,
aa Deal•'. work on trying to keep the student from loss
this s secondary program aad of trying
to develop it .is time, I believe .more students
and poog....... .| . aticuldy consciencious Indi
viduals if it were developed in the elementary school.
Creativity should also bo fostered in tho elementary
classroom and this should also bo taught by an art
©due ...:• or one should be present in every building to
supervise all art education in the school. Creativity
is becoming more popular s educators, but in many
as they as'o afraid to teach creative -thinking be-
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cause of tho difficulty In evaluating this type of
taking and difficulty working; with the creative ideas
of a group of a 1 ber of st one time,
rests to determine a persons creative potential are only
in an experimental stage so grouping in terms of creativity
is impossible or difficult at best. In the futv
creativity will play an increasing role in the total
education of the child and art education could become a
major part of a child! education in the eyes of all who
seek to better public education.
If a teacher Is to develop creativity and awareness
in his students, ho must be a Creative ss are person
himself. le must alloxj the students to use and develop
their own ideas. Skills and techniques are :' s-ant in
doing creative art work, but it must be emphasised that
so skills are only a means to an ond, i!he a ativities
to use depend on the teach. iiities and facilities,
/in art program does net to include every imaginable
activity in order to be effective.
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